
Pe-J-1 Lep L Posner's Hitty-Gritty Grits 

in'  The Lenndy aseassintion first part of Posner's book-gmiiiiiiXtaends on Page 342, A 

It iS fllowed by his Jack tuby story. But not until page 321, only ten pages before 

his end, does Posner get into his nitty-gritty, that fabulous enhancement of the 

.L114- 9 
Zapruder antixtte5dittiazg±mixitzthxzredzaktIntzasezthxzwhitsztopx2 

(available to him alone and the basis of his vaunted "closing" of the "case" of "the 

gr:stest murder mystery of out/time,"Random House's light-hearted description of tr,  

what was known as "the crime of the century," the crime that turned the aer/d around, 

that most subersive of crimes that salerted our society and nullified out system of 

government. 
4- 41. 

He gets into itsayii'ag,"Benning at (Zapruder) frame 160, w-xl'a young girl in 

L,,h 
a red skirt and white top was was running along (sic) the left side of the President's 

eau, down Elm Street, began turning to her right. Byt by frame 187, less than 1.5 seconds 

later, the enhancement clegrly shows that she has stopped, twisted completely away from 

the motorcade, and was staring back at the School Book Depository. That girl was ten-

year-old Rosemary Willis." 

-This should be clearly understeed-Posner_sgTsgtthatall of-thisLis 



I e_ 

,k4,34 1  44  
-This wording reflects the Wall Street lawyer in Peshst the writer: there is no 

trick too petty or too dirty to pull on his reader to.eem to make his point. The Willis 

girl, as he well knows, was ad "running alonamtai1he left side of the President's car." 
1,t  <7 ,qLzi,-1 1.11-  

She'las running parallel with itiTIt was in the middle lane of the street that had three 

lanes painted onto it. She was Olt to the President's car's left 1),4t she wa&-nthit ic  
began L/ 

llor in the street. She was on the paved side alk on the sruth side of Elm Street.sa& that 

sidewalkiSzsimotstedatomxtkoxstiietagt-ends not far from Houston Street and all that 

aide of him Street from there to the west is then crass until close to the coming together 

of three streets, from the south Commerce, liain and Elm, to funnel through the triple,A5r 

underpass that carries a wide expaiise of railway tracks over the merged streets. 
, 

ROsemary Williss.was never "running alongside the Presidenta6 car and Posner 

knew-that very well. lifter all, did he have that fantastic "enhancement" right. before him? 

,Posner'_ gross and prejudicial misrepresentation should not divert attention from 

the fact that 

Be also knows the Secret Service would not permit that anyone that close to the car.. 
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,!ljtt. 

from, and ciiirly=end eiclusively from those "new Zapruder enhancements" and-thit("the 

enhancement* clearly.showd'shs has stopped...and was staring back at the"depositroY 

building.  P ‘44 i.f)-044" 11‘ -01 ;4 kuetnixt 1,11‘ /f, Itti it-e id4(144-1,14 	ems, 

ad 	
611 r!'-' j' 

112_i 
Tao is what Posner says he"uncovers" in his book thil-.5 P' he 

latest= 

scientific_and computer enhancements of film,,.." 	 / -/ I-  - 
(-441 t(A,v‘diA,461.03".„-(4----• §14/P/114 4.44,',0141p4.-4 	 _ 	 - 1' Wit.fria 44-A14461 /1.10.L.1.4,  

Aftin7.-i7-aying-414.4k-7rgbi'ae r 6aTiTrSopped because her father called-to er,, 

Posner says thattas not the reason: 
n 

/ 
"However, when lib A"1 :EleamylWillits was asked why sht had stopped running with the Presi- 

dent's car, she said, 'I stopped when I heard the shot'." 

At this point Posner has a footnore numbered 18. 

Continuing, nothing omitted in quotation, Posner gets to his keystone, what holds 
./k,, v st. t1.44 

all of his solution to the crime up, TillatIriii4Thanii6-  Olhim: 

Zapruder film is the visual confirmation that provides the timing.  This timing 

is 1a timing, Ilia proof that the first shot firedihe atjarrit was the one that missed?) 

was fixedat about feame 160, not the frame 210 that despite Posner's denial of it is 

basic to the official "solution." 

314.11 _ 
He theli,inothing omitted in quoting, has another quote: 

"III( that first split second, I thought it was a firecracker. But within maybe 

one tenthfof a second, I knew it was gmxiime a gunshot...I think I probably turned to 

look toward the 	noise, toward the Book Depository'." 

Who Posner herequotes he does not say. it is not the Willis "girl. Ten-year-olds 

are not likely to be able to understand that 	
/Y 

hat "one tenth of a second " is. Posner, istead 

ly 
of telling his readAtho he is quoting, has his footnote 19 here. 

He resumes, still nothing omitted in quoting, "Just after Rosemary 	slowed 

and started turning toward the Depository, the enhance4 film shows that tic! President 

Kennedy, who was waving as the car teacroldhad turned the corner , suddenly stopped waving." 

I skip further quotation of this because it means nothing at all, as anyone who 

has ever suffered the embarrassment of being the one honored in a motorcade, like 

95-  q)!;> 
for Miss New Jersey Blueberry or as I was, as 0- National arbecue King, knows that 





extra space 

I return to what I skipped for continuity in what Posner says &la the "enhance-

ments and the Willis girl that he broke the continuity to say,-iii to his little dis- 

P0=114-4:4- 
traction about one of his "somes." It turns out to be one, not mime "some" when be 

said that "some" believed the girl had stopcirrining because her father called her. 

"Some" is evidence? Mot the "theory" Posner supposedly never r4sorts to?)Posnerts*Zi 

note for this is .lumber 	17, on page 553. It reads, "17. Interview with qm Moore, march 

9,1992. The average reader has no way of knowing whether Moore is an authentic expert 

He is a nut but le. 
or an assassination nut.lr eve, as Posner does, that Oswald was the 

lone assassin. That is enough for Posner, who can find few kindred souls. So, he treats 

It lacks the slight validity that can be given to a theory? 

Moore not like the nut he is and pretends he is a dependable, quotable source. 
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Attributing special importance to 
the arranging of those boxes is t:

pical of the 

genius of those who defend the of
ficial so pion no matter what. 

vat the time of the assassinatian,
i44,1 	1/44- 

llobodv knows boy those boxes were 
stack 	z€—incised- tIley were 

staked in any 
ot 

tv-AAlf --- 
particular. 	 They had been moved from the othe)-

-side of the floor for the new 

floring to be laid where they had 
been. And as Posner knew, if not f

rom his diligent 

-41  37/ 

research in the Warren Commission 
records from page bra'of my Whitewash: the Rep

ort on  
	I, 

the Warren iieoort. Citing the Comm
ission's own evidence (2111643) and

 testimony (7111404 

I showed that those boxes had been
 moved by the police as soon as th

ey reached that 

point in their search. I also publ
ished four of the Commissions phot

ographs that also 

show what the toustimmx testimong w
it (pages 204-5))  

But nothing as insignificvnt as es
ta dished fact deters those determ

ine to 

prove that tilts Oswaldwas the lone 
assassin. 

Like Posner, 



When Moore was a xiligh-school kid in Knoxville, Arkansas in 1975 he,st-ated,wri.±±ng 

he called himself "The John F. Kennedy Assassination Research and DocumentatioA/Center." 

He sent me a copy of a story about him in the Arkansas Democrat for Jultp6 orthat year. 
114PL 	(:(.1L,t :CP 141  tr c1) 

He was a fir-sighted youngster lie once wrote me that he planned not to take his 

high chool senior yonr so he could graduate college in an election year, when he could 

run far president-of the United States, 

Posnerle=theerie nease— 	--he theorizes ,-andile-theorites in open cr 

defiance of the existing, proven, official evidence, although speculages would probably 

	

ar/ 	-01.4•C / I - 
be closer, there be 8' not basis in fact for his Wrum,nt abet Oswald'It_presenee4"9 	on that 

G / j-rs 14. ..t44c444/71  ttt, 	 ol,r*Al; 
Apith floor at the time of the assassin5:Tion 1=1_14 s-allegedaWarture from it0..-nre-mach 

COLOt 	tir o ' hi wl .4fit 04'4( '4 I-4  ti< 1- 	1,11 hay ,, 
-.1. 1c-e-t-hose-of-4ioare—in-lviorreis-r.Z"kt the eposi "Ory - The Physical x"vidnce, ehar.ots5.:" In 

1 

that chapter "core, apparently seeking fame other than as President of the united 

States, rdcounts tne evidence he and his friend and helper Rick discovered when they go± 

kAh 	 4, 01.K, 
permission to remove the plywood floor that fts boil* laid over the very, very ol 

`its  a.41. 	4.4ii.JJ,1,46,3,, 

silth-floor of 	 titsien4-birtiiiiing. They were leging for proof about how 
L.L>t< 

the cartons of school books has been stacked in that alleged sniper's nest. 

PlaimarV, .:hat Moore goes for, Moore finds. In his reconstruction prior to his lifting the 

new floor off, he says on pages 44 and 45, they found that the Perks on the old wooden 
7%(  

floor.," from the sniper's nestr:stacking of cartons.,:-WWitr "were again visible when we 

A1 
rer.oved the plywood to prepare " his "exhibit.:?They had to have been marks d: made the day 

of the assassination "since there was no way for those marks to move during the twenty-

five ::'ears -Sty they were covered over, they serves as xtremely accurate guides for the 

placement of the boxes" for his exhibit. 

Now because that i. hat moore want9d, those alleged marks could not possible have 
it.0,0.'41.41141 	1.41 , 	trI tAtt u).. att.< , .1/1,04,  

bell made by :-..n;14±1111-1.1de '  

	

a during the decades of t 	building's lii/e).casehe 

required for his fame and glory that cardboard boxes that one time only make "marks" 

on the tough, old, seasoned hard wooden flor, by golly, he found those marks and those 

marks only. 

Yup, Posner knows how to pick 'em, the most dependable of sources! 



_ - 
This sbnid absurdity not only did not keep Posner allay from Morre/Moore not draw 

4cutting remark from Posner, as did each and every author who did not agree with the 
 4,1111-c. 

Warren eport, Posner used hin as a source barxanzinzommmehensibinx win thefe was no 

reason to use him as a source. Posner wrote (page 238),"Those who study the plaRa (Dealey 

Plaza) are not surprised by tig usual echo paittitxx charfacteristics." Any one really 
familiar with the Warren Comulds:don testimony could have found a source to cite in the 

official information. And almost anyone is more int-probative than Moore! But Posner's 
IA .1110 	 kt_12. 22" 	jie. 
-not9(ons Page 542) is, "Moore, Conspiracy of 	atiThere -axe less ridiculous books that 

Posner could have quoted. But it pseems he wants to mention Moore. What did he cite 

Moore for? For Moore's use of Commission testimony, the very testimony Posner presents 

himself as ey:pert on:"Counsel (Joe) Ball then &Iced (Lee) q:Wer9if he had familiarity 

with the sounds coming from " two locations in the area powers replied that he "had 
4: 

noticed at the time the similarity of sounds occuring in either of these Vo locations. 

There is a similarity of sound because there is a reverberation which takes place at 

either location." (page 33) 

-Posner in his argument makes a big thing about ear witnesses. In addition to citing 

Comis.:ion testimony,-Nar Moore also says on that page, "Agnin, the Plaza is a vast 

echo chamber." 

Por.341-4_9 
From his own representations of his own most diligent scholarship in the Commission's 

for citing Moore. For example, in his fourth 

note in his Chapter 4 14 Posner uses a very general* and essentially meaningless note, 

meaningless if a reader wants to check that source for himself:"Author's review of witnes-

ses statements publisheafin the twenty six volumes of the Warren Commission and available 

at the National Archives." 

IA itself this is an unusual statement. Those twenty-six volumes were published. 

While they are rare they are still available second-hand, more rarely new, but they are 
ate,..---.4)  

and they have been,Ohy this reference to the National Archives? Are they not also 

itusi1 available in numerous libraries, like Posner's own New York City libraries. 

un July 12. 1992 I wrote Posner, needling him a bit,"Jim Moore wrote someone who gave 

published information Posner had no need 



Pp a copy:/Vincent Bugliosi (Los Angeles prosecutor in the Charles Manson case and a 

strong, uninformed and vociferous supporter of the Warren Report) apparently agrees 

with me(that is, Moore), and a book by Gerald Possner(sic) will be published by Ran-

dom House in 1;93 assuring that my soup.tion (sic and ugh!) is indeed the correct and 

valid reconstruction of th.L. Prime.' Thought you'd be interested." I did not dream for 

a minute that Posner would take Moore seriously. I 	oveiwe 	ego id apparent in 

his letter, those with bigger names agree with Ilia "solution." 
of.,,One 12 

Posner replfd under date of July 16,"Received your note/and found it amusing. If 

I knew what I believe in this complex area, I 6drtainly would not be working so hard 

as I am to make some headway through boxes of documents and piles of interviews." This 

was also to tell me that Posner had notYet decided what he believed about the 

case. The evidence is that he began with a preconception and publAihed what he began 

believing. /ro,/( 

kLsnei=kirre2r-s,ca-41, "I met Er. 1 oore when Trisha and I visited the Book Depository 

dmring our trip to Dallas a couple of months past. He seemed like a likeable fellow. 

... I am not sure how I can agree with his 'solution'.' The very word scarees me as I 

am not sure there is a 'solution' to the case. Everybody sees what they want to see." 

Posner is not an exception. 

qp rosner's use of Moore as a source and that strange footnote so general in 
studied/ 

nature and telling uninformed readers that hire those twjay-six volumes is one of 

many suggestions that all Poaner's work was not his own and that he in fact is not as 

familiar with the extensive available information as he pTitends to be in his book. 

He had not much more than a year for doing all his travelling, interviewing, 

cvw41) Vire 441-46‘1Arrh 44,c,441‘40.4 
researching tit~d reading. simply is not possible for any one person to have read all 

almost Lee 
the sources he cites and, where he is critical, as he is o 	 writers 

iLoore 	to read more than the pasares he criticizps 
vill,:.-tutA4.4,44ILt ....01.?-4/14- 1-1"A /14149 jam/ J it:$4.ru..-- 	LAteirk c.tA l is _dm 	41"1") • 

to be fair and no to err.1 	_ ef ' - 

Of-ec:eu 	it is not impossible, that those he trusted gave him much of that, 

tkOxritiaidezELadzhdz.itxilZtatztxx the passages he quote8 and how to criticise it. There 



'no notes on his interviews lo'lve this without 

and what he was and was not interested in when 

_i as me for evidence in support of Osuald as the 

any question at all. So does his conduct 

he was here in February, 1991. He did not 

lone assassin or for evidence against it. 

 

Of Moore, Posner said, 

 

 

/-, 
/ 

/
/Id Moore Posner read Moore's book and then looked 

said. 

(and read that nonsense about boxes 

him up, that says all that need be 
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From the many thousands of FBI pages I re,.eived in those FOIA lawsuits it became 

obvious that the FBI has just this kind of operation, and an extensive one, in the 

Division it called "Crime Records." Among the non-police, nonanvestibative roles those 

agents played was putting together entire bouks for writers the FBI knew would welcome 

(i414/ leviAb 
what the FBI wanted published. The FBI had its favorite writers and publications, too, 

and it used -nem efi'ectively to asp manipulate and control the news and what people 

could know and believe. 
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There is more, much more, that was 	publishedin book form and available in libraries, 

jkgAt cLAYO 'Aptiv 
and-Yen the sensational nationwide telecast of one of the most sensational Congressional 

hearings of all time. But as Posner !mew, people forget. Is it not clear that the famous 

writers and the historian who plugged this book before publication both knew and forgot 

about that hearing in reading Posner's book? 

Yet even after interviewing ilonseko, who was already on the public record say-

ing the exact opposite, Posner 



/ 

/74-AA  

are agencies wi;th s2Ch intemsts and facilities From its own disclosed records the 

CIA was 	" t to do that and to sap!.ort the Warren port, not a normal function of 

intelligence agencies . Its first target was Mark Lane when he travelled abroad. 

The CIA did .:11:*-1-enormous favor, iving him something—ftrst almost Lque and 

tuen(Eraroly unique in p noting his book: it made its prize KGB defector, Yuri Nosenko 

available to him kttctglm-Roznorzsays:InAiszacknoxixdgements4pagelE5021x0atzSinx 

rTh 

ioaehko cop be reached only through the CIA 	ec-  Jhe assu4 name under which he--lives 

and where he lives are believed to be essential to keep him from being killed. Of this 

tIlly rare favor done him by the CIA Posner says 2-(page 502) "Only twice before had 

40-tteJ 
he . eed to private interviews, and they hiactlj.zTen about Oswald. A journalist from 

1 

one of the earlier meetings had later disclosed Ehe/state in which Nosenlio latent 

was living, forcing him to move.oespite the risks in granting another interview,.pe 

he agreed with the argument of my fist letter to him, emphasing his duty to the 

historical ecord. The extended time he spent with me, combined with his recall for 

details, was more than I originally expected." 

_ Hogwash! 

Nosenko agreed to the interview because the CIA told him to grant it anaihe CIA 

would do that only if it was absolutely certain of Posner and of what his book would 

say. 

Bearing on this is wliat Posner has in his book that he attributes to Nosenko. It 

is frills for the preconceived writing, no more. it is certainly less,ihanYwas if there 

is interest in the assassination and about the real Oswald and what the KBE thought of „g 

him, that was readily available, for exampbe in my Post Morten, that dates to 1975. 

116 
Welfir— the-iinsne-beEsnev-seen says that Oswald had a rifle in Russia 

and became proficient in its use. That Nosenko told the FBI is that with a shot gun 

Oswald as so poor a shot that when he went hunting his friends gave him game to take home 

because he never once hit an animal. 
-4J t A 

Moreover,Es Posner should have known, private ownership of rifles wasiprobibited in 

the USSR -W 	and certainly the Officially ko.approved hinting club of which Oswald wtt,It  
04../Wa' 

was azteef member wou

▪  

l

▪  

qhave have pendtted rifles—if any had been available, as they 
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we return later to what ITosenko told the FBI that Posner had and did not use. His 

reasons for not using it arc so highly suggestive they need no explanation from me. 

There is a further strong suggestion that Posner's is a book unofficially officisliy 

sulforted. tiosenko's agreeing to be interviewed at length even after his life was considered 

endangered by the previous interviewer was truly exceptional. It was only the third 

interview Nosneko grantA. in his 30 years of secret living 

"--12 4:11-1- H is public appearance for the very firs ime, 

Lkt-tru1vte, 41.,  q 1/44„, 

in the United States. 

with his face hidden, is 

t144:1 ytt /l  tterlivil Ar-.)-ralfh) 

aterit not less than remarkable( OvVq 

r4.-rukf 

Why in the world should iTosenlzo have travelled to the We York studio just to pro- 

note a book- with wLich he then cisagreed so publicly in saying that 
iv-tak /LAW hkot /AA+, 
capabaleioC-bol-be 	the assassin? 

Oswald was not 

As, of course, he would have told Posner in the interview - if Posner had cared 
rl 44,w, 	-144,m4f.6- 

enougErtomib: to ask. But that would have endangered his book with its per-preconception 

that had to be/}.town to the CIA for it to arrange for the Nosnelo interview. 

—There certainly is no question about it: Nobody about whom the CIA is not tab-  

soLU4ly certain can even get a letter to Hgeenko, leave alone interview tkim and then 
Ini41-14(-4141v-Lj.< LI!  

have him for th, first time even to come out of his secret life to promote a 15-o-ott) 
(Pt 

There are ample indications that Posner paid it ack andlh that it knew he wouldt4hte 

Pes-rlad- 
not using the really available information from ilosenko that was already 

public. Tne 'd pro quo is painfully obvious to, all who are informed and not blind in 

the mind. ' 

	Loqur-AIT5-Ba 	unun 	ac • 0 

chief of the CIA's Office of 

erous in his assistance."(Page 502) 

on 
etergaanaest, 

and Agency Information, who rias alwls very gen- 

What Hasostancen .other than handling 

There is no CIA record rec.. from My reading of e book up to Posner's prettyt 

little girl basis for hi :ntire k. (His handling of it dec d me to write this 

before reading the st of the book.) What 	r"assostance dig the A give Pos- 

ner? It cer 	is not information of any conseque oe„,71ating to Oswald been 



A41/4  Eszaursodeoxarems=nual 
(504.5  

One of Plej,snerleacknolwedgements, on 4a page/4s his thanks to Nosenko but 

separated from it 9 and  
0 in clentence that has no ap r ent connection with it, is to the CIA; 

"A special thanks to both Cynthia WeElann, Esq. New Orleans, who allowed me to 

review her father's voluminous papers on the Garrison case, and to Peter Earnest, chief 

of the 'CIA' Office of Public and Agency Information, who wa samIDE- always generous in 
ti 

th his assistance." 

"Always?" In more than 	ing Nosenko available? In connection with "the Gar- 

rison case?" 

That "case," except to government agencies like the CIA and the FBI, was not "the 

./ 
Garrisoigse." it was the Clay ShaW437oe case. Garrison had charged Shaw with conspiring 

to kill T.F.K. He had so little evidence that the jury, which believed there had been a 

clinspiracy, found Show not guilty in less than an hour. There were unproven allegatlons 

published abroad that I reported in 2xxx Oswald in New Orleans that Shaw was CIA. (page 248) 

by does Xner have these unusual formulations, unusual for a writer and unusual 

for a lawyer,-roff referring to Edward Wegmann's reconds of his defe#se of Clarhaw, 

chief of whose defense counsel he was, not as the Shaw case but as the Garriyan case? 

And why does he bracket this with the CIA by thanking both in the same sentence. 

(thy, too, should. Cynthia pi'egmann have trusted Poiner, been certain that he 

was writing a tick book in accord with her father's beliefs? What kind of assurances 

could he have given her and from whom that persuaded her to grant Posner that also 

unique favor? th.4i!vglivicev-e+Amtit 1,--41-6 	4 dal- 
It was when I came to Posner's writing about the Willis girl that I decided to 

do this writing and began it. Among the reasons is that it is the entire basis for the 

book, that little girl and those"enhancements,"and how Posner handled it. Up that this 

point, which is only a few pages from the end of the assassination first part of Posner's 
i  A AX.Wleca-Pe .41.1) 

book, I recall no use of any record thapems 'Co `he froM)the CIA and I am certain that 

in his notes Posner cites nt a single thing he got from the CIA. Why then does he bracket 

his thanks to -Cie tia,v2  of Clay Shaw's chief defense couyael with his thliks to the 



\and to whom he attributes not a single record; 

CIA pfficial with whom he dea;:tand why that '-'alwaysgeherous in his assistance" 
as coming 

when there is not a single citation of any information/from the CIA's public office and 

when his book reflects hot a single record coming from that office, of from that 

agency? 

What dybbuk crept into Podner's mind and snuck into his computer when he wrote 

this? 

Especially when there is no questlon about the fact that Posner could not 

possibly have done all the work he uses and cites in the time he had for this book. 

For a single interview, if Earnest arranged that, "always generous in his 
11 

assistance is not an appropriate formulatin. 

Then there is something else that iu strange. Posner knew I had done much work 

on Ouwald and he should have known that I also had done much on Nosenko. I forecast 

more writing on both in what peisat.0 published and he had. If he looked at the 

labels on the many of my filecabnets he spent doe% several ys with he also knoew, 

if did ot know earlier, ns from any research at all he would have, that I filed 

two lawsuits to obtain the results of the EOPothetesting of JFK assassination evidence. 

4:::#s That he is a lw-4aw4e lawyer may nit have led to his knowing that the first of 

those suit led to the amending of the Act's investigatory files exemption to open to 

FOIA access files of agencies of the CIA and the FBI. But it is well know and reported 

in the field and with minimal research/she should have known about it. He makes a big 

thing later about some of that evidence. Yet when he was here he asked me nothinz at all 

-- 
about it. He Air saw and he had free access to sixty file cabinets of information yet he 

ACISIMPae did not ask me for any Oswald, Nosenko or test-results information. 

Posner 



f_Capa Wry 	 0“*.M=nnTiMIMMOIlre S N. 	$t he 

 

 
 

started his writing.: It was given to him.' 

'We've be lecte t sweet little too long. Let us now return to her and to 

2almr.Hhas nothing but trivialities, nothing new of s ubstance about him, and far 

less-Apeellas-pUblic about 1Lim 	-that the CIA. does_o_git like, including a considerable 

oUnt that I 	 er had. 

L,1 	
fhi 

also had, as all riting in the field always have had, unsupervised access to 

the third. of a million once-secret official pages I received after a dozen difficult 

;r4  

costly and long-laatibj Fildatmosnctii lawsuits under th.:! Freed of Information Act. -. 
4:44.2...Cieac.e'a4 it 

Some of those suits lasted more that adecade. The/ inloodmed more than two full file 

cabinets af-reee-Pis_uf.--these-eases. T11-6 CIA refused to let me have, even in lawsuits, 

Oswald and other inforMA'atior/that were to be given to the people under that law. But 

it gave Posner access to Nosenko. Posner and his wife jrisha spent three days rrere 

here co ' - u4atever they wanted, and my Nosneko information is quite voluminous. 
thl 
Trosha's acount is that they made 724 cipies on ouVCopier. Is it not more than ob- 

4 
vious that with its consistent record of compelling those it knew did not agree with 

the officiaTeWi;i"solutionto the crime to sue for information that the CIA had to 

be certain in advance of what Posner 's book would be and srly4 

The one other indicatio n in the book that can possbly relate to the prized "assist- 

41A( 	 4 

ance" Posner got fro the CIA is
/ 
 a note on Pagefi* 51 1.Q.C...44i-e-rowwgzow.a., "'based on inter-

A 

view (sic) with confidential intelligence sources (sic)." Those are never possible with-

out official approval, if not arranging.' 

It is clear that at the very least the CIA k ow from the beginning that Posner's 

bock would be to its liking. 

Disclosed CIA records also make it clear hat e CIA's r9searches inc ude pre8 
' .4C4ALA 	'4404tc/k/L4C.RA-Vt-d- 

cisely the kind of information ..E1=PcnIt 	usel thro out his book,(7707iFTEripos- 

	

L4T3 	44 
Bible e7:planation of how he soul cite so great a volume o 'sou d far beyond the 

P sner's affair with herl_th6 abs 	basis of his "closing" the q case." Later will 
r 

be time enouclOoi-el-Tat. -14liat-he-hati-In-hand 	free to br copied drom mu files 
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.)." 
capability of the fastost 

q vaveller and speed reader to travel to, locate, read_aad di- 

geot mid then cite in the' time he had before he began writing this 
book. 

The normal time spread between the handing in of the manuscript and
 the publica- 

ata4%1 	 urn 

tion of a hardback book is six months. i book was on sale before t
he last- 

August, 1993. Posner told me he as just beginning his work in Februa
ry, 1992. And what 

a truly great amount of work heklfers tomid cites and claims to h
ave done! IFhe had 

callabout a year or a little more for everytAng, including t
he writing. 

There is only one way of explaining this: muchwas given to him. 

he did not have to doiitnat work. 

The degree to which-if 	Posner's is a CIA book may be a ques
tion. 

uvaitirt,t' 
The fact that it is boyant question. 

At thu very least, the CIA made Posner's book possible. 


